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Abstract: This paper introduces a MATLAB toolbox for 

analysis and design of a novel buck-boost topology 

suggested by Miao, Wang and Ma (MWM). The 

developed toolbox solves the converter’s nonlinear 

differential equations and draws the circuit’s different 

waveforms. So, component selection can be done by using 

the obtained waveform’s maximum, average, etc. 

Developed software also calculates the small signal 

transfer functions. Obtained transfer functions are 

transferred to MATLAB’s workspace so the controller 

design can be done easily using MATLAB’s control 

system toolbox. Contact the corresponding author to 

receive the software.
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1 Introduction

Voltage bucking/boosting is required in many applications

such as car electronics [1-3], fuel cell systems [4-7] and
digital devices like notebooks and cell phones. Some

topologies are suggested for buck-boost converter using

KY converter [8-11]. In [12] a non inverting buck-boost
converter for fuel cell systems is proposed. [13] puts two

switched capacitor cell into the basic converter and

obtained a series of DC-DC converters but input and
output are not common grounded. This paper introduces a

toolbox for analysis and design of a recently published
buck-boost converter[14]. Converter in [14], has the

following benefits:

Voltage stresses on switches and diodes are low,

High step down gain,

Input and output terminal share the same ground,

Output voltage is positive.
The floatation of MOSFET’s (i.e. MOSFET sources are 

not connected to ground) is the main disadvantage of this 

converter, it needs a more complex gate drive circuit. 

Computers play an important role in modern power 

electronics. Power electronics converters are nonlinear 

systems in nature. Nonlinear differential equations must be 

solved to obtain the converter’s exact waveforms. This 

paper develops a toolbox to analyze the MWM buck-boost 

converter. The developed software solves the converter’s 

nonlinear differential equations and display voltages and 

currents. This allows the selection of components to be 

selected based on the obtained waveform’s maximum, 

average, etc. The developed software can extract 

converter’s small signal model, as well.

This paper is organized as follows: Operating principles of
MWM converter is studied in the second section.

Developed software is introduced in the third section.

Finally, conclusions are drawn in the fourth section.

2 Operating Principles and Steady State Analysis

Figure 1 shows the converter proposed [14:
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Figure 1 Converter’s structure

There are two possible operation modes when the
converter operates in CCM.

Mode 1) ��� � t � �t h ��:

During this time interval, the power switches S1 and S2 are 

conducted while the diodes D1 and D0 are reverse biased. 

Figure 2 shows the equivalent circuit of this time interval:

Figure 2 Equivalent circuit of mode 1

Mode 2) ��t h��� � t � �t h ��:
During this time interval, diodes D0 and D1 are forward

biased while switches S1 and S2 are turned off. Figure 

3, shows the equivalent circuit of this time interval:

Figure 3 Equivalent circuit of mode 2

Applying volt second balance principle on the inductors L1

and L2 leads to:
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The MWM converter, steps downs the input voltage when 
h � en�h䁛. Otherwise it steps up the input voltage. Voltage 
stresses on the power switches (S1 and S2) and diodes (D0

and D1) can be obtained as follows:
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3 Developed Software
Figure 4 shows main menu of developed 

software:
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Figure 4 Main menu of developed software

Entering the circuit’s parameter values must be done by 

user. Assume a circuit with the following values:

Vin= 15V, rinternal= 0.01Ω, f= 25Khz, D= 0.75, L1= 3mH, 

rL1= 30mΩ, L2= 1mH, rL2= 10mΩ, C1= 20μF, rC1= 5mΩ,

Co= 20μF, rCo= 10mΩ, VD= 0.7, rD= 0.05 Ω, rMOSFET= 40 

mΩ, RL= 10Ω.

Clicking “Steady state DC values” button gives Figure 5:

Figure 5 Steady state analysis result

As shown in Figure5, IL1= 6.1023 A, IL2= 2.0341 A, VC1=41.1794 V and VCo= 30.5113 V.
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Developed toolbox can draw different waveforms of the
converter. It can draw: Diode currents, voltage and

dissipated power, MOSFET currents, voltage and

dissipated power, capacitors voltage, inductor currents and
input source current. Efficiency of converter can be

calculated, as well. Some of the waveforms of the 

converter with aforementioned values are shown in 

Figure 6-10. Users can save, zoom in and out, trace and 

print the obtained waveforms.

Figure 6 Load votage waveform Figure 7 Inductor L2 current

Figure 8 MOSFET S2 voltage Figure 9 Capacitor C1 voltage

Figure 10 Converter efficiency Figure 11 Effect of input source voltage on output voltage
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Information like that shown in Figure 6-10 is invaluable 

for a design problem. Selection of components can be 

done with the given information. Software can draw 

different simulation results on the same graph, 

this makes comparison possible. Fig. 11 compares output 

voltages for two values of input voltage.

Modeling is the process of formulating a mathematical 

description of the system. Obtaining the mathematical 

model of system is the first step toward designing a 

controller in model base controller design techniques. 

Switching power converters are nonlinear variable 

structure systems. Various techniques can be found in 

literature to obtain a Linear continuous Time Invariant 

(LTI) model of a DC-DC converter. The most well known 

methods are: Current injected approach, circuit averaging 

and state space averaging [15-18]. Averaging and small

signal linearization are key steps of these methods.

State Space Averaging (SSA) described in [15] is 

appropriate to describe converters that work in CCM while 

is less suitable for converters work in DCM. The current 

injected method [16-17] can do the job of modeling in either 

CCM or DCM. Circuit averaging gained a lot of attention 

recently due to its generality [19]. This software uses SSA 

to extract small signal models. Converter’s small signal 

equations can be obtained by selecting the desired transfer 

function and pressing the “Draw Bode” button. Software 

gives both graphical Bode diagram and algebraic transfer 

function. Algebraic transfer functions are transferred to 

MATLAB’s workspace so controller design can be done 

more easily. Figure 12 and 13 show two of the 

calculated Bode diagrams. Converter’s differential 

equations can be found in Appendix.

Figure 12 Bode diagram of ��‴
���t�

Figure 13 Bode diagram of ���t�t�
���t�

When output load changes, converter’s transfer functions 

changes, too. Software can calculate converter’s transfer 

function for different values of load. Figure 14, 

shows

control to output transfer function for different values of

R( h� � � � �e). This capability can be quite helpful for
designing a robust controller.
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Figure 14 Control to output transfer function for different values of load (15<R<50)

4 Conclusion

Exact analysis of power electronics converters is not an 

easy task due to non-linearity in switches and other 

components in the circuit. A digital computer can solve 

the circuit’s nonlinear differential equations and draw 

the waveforms so designer can choose the component 

ratings easily. This paper introduces a toolbox for 

the MWM buck-boost converter analysis and 

design. Developed software can extract converter’s 

small signal transfer functions so controller designing 

can be done easily using MATLAB’s control 

system toolbox. Designing a robust controller with the 

aid of this toolbox is the next research topic.

Appendix

Dynamics of MWM buck-boost converter
Assume a general state space model of following form for

a CCM converter:
�� � �h� t �h�
�� � �h��

� t h

�� � ��� t ���
�� � ����

��t ��

Equation set (A-1) and (A-2), is written under switch close

and switch open condition, respectively.

� is state vector, i.e. capacitors’ voltage and inductors’
current, � is control input and �� is output voltage of
converter. Applying averaging and linearization to

equations leads to:

�� �� ��hht ���h t h�댳�� t � �h t �� �t ��h t ����댳�� �� t ��
��� � ��h t ��� h t h �� t �h� t ��� � �� �� t ��

Where tilde (�R���R��� ) shows small signal variables and D
shows stead state duty ratio.

Fig. A-1shows the equivalent circuit for mode 1 (��� �
t � �t h ��).

Figure A-1 Equivalent circuit of mode 1 in presence of circuits non idealities
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Corresponding differential equations are established as:
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Where � � h t ���
�

. Fig. A-2 shows the equivalent circuit for mode 2 ( ��t
h��� � t � �t h ��).

Figure A-2 Equivalent circuit of mode 1 in presence of circuits non idealities

The equations for describing this mode can be derived as:
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Developed software extract small signal transfer functions

using equations A-3, A-4, A-5 and A-6.
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